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WESTPORT TASKFORCE — FREMANTLE PORT CAPACITY 

5815. Dr D.J. Honey to the minister representing the Minister for Ports: 

I refer to the answer provided to Question on Notice No. 5436, and I ask: 

(a) Have any scoping-level or better economic assessments been completed for the options identified by the 
Taskforce, including the option of maintaining the existing inner harbour in its existing role; 

(b) What financial measures were used in the economic assessments; and 

(c) What were the results of the economic assessments for each identified option, including the option of 
maintaining the existing inner harbour in its existing role? 

Mr D.A. Templeman replied: 

(a) Economic assessments of all 25 options in Westport’s long-list were undertaken as part of the assessment 
criteria for the first multi-criteria analysis. The option of maintaining the container operations in the Inner 
Harbour in its current role features in two of the five shortlisted options. Further investigations are 
currently being completed as part of the shortlist assessment. 

(b) The financial measures used in the economic assessments were capital expenses and land acquisition 
costs; and operations and maintenance costs. 

(c) The results of the economic assessments for each identified option were: 

The Fremantle ‘end state’ options (handling up to 3.8 million TEU) ranked lower on economic 
criteria due to the extensive costs of upgrading the roads, rail and port footprint. 

The Fremantle shared options scored well on economic criteria due to limited capital spend. 
Two Fremantle shared options appear on Westport’s shortlist. 

All Bunbury options scored low on economic criteria and did not make the shortlist. 

Most Kwinana options ranked very highly on economic criteria. Some of these options appear 
on the shortlist. 
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